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Abstract (en)
A method to determine the fuel consumption which can be utilized in the area of the motor freight haulage and is contingent on technical parameters
and on the parameters, important to determine the fuel consumption of vehicles, and combination thereof into driving sets, and having the character
of executed transports. At first, the vehicles (1) of a vehicle fleet are sorted in groups in compliance with certain parameters. Further after standard
working performance of every vehicle (1), the reference data is acquired which are generated in the course of runs under the standard working
performance of the vehicle. The reference data consist of the combination of the reference data I, generating from the on-board computer (2) of said
vehicle (1), and of the reference data II, generating from the order system (6). Subsequently, the reference data are analyzed with the result of the
determination of the functional dependence of the fuel consumption on said reference data. Then for every group of vehicles (1) of the vehicle fleet a
calculating model for the approximated fuel consumption is found in dependence on the reference data. Further, the real data for every vehicle (1) of
the vehicle fleet are acquired repeatedly, said real data being generated during the standard working performance of said vehicle (1) during certain
period. The real data consist of the combination of the real data I, generating from the on-board computer (2) of said vehicle (1), and of the real data
II generating from the order system (6). With using the found calculating model for the approximated fuel consumption and inserting the real data,
the claimed fuel consumption is determined for given period. In the last step, the claimed fuel consumption is compared to the real fuel consumption
for the given period.
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